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In the 1985, the Fineforms Line was one of the last Lines released for sale by the Nelson 
McCoy Pottery Company while still owned by Lancaster Colony.   

Following is a four-page sales brochure 
showing all the pieces and the glaze colors 
offered in the initial release to production.   

The detail for the piece in the above cover page 
is the first one listed identified as “A” in the 
detail in the page to the right. 



In fall of 1985, Nelson McCoy released four additional shapes for their FINEFORMS Line and 
called them the “FINEFORMS II”.  There were also three additional glaze colors added to the 
offering of glazes for the Fineforms Line. 



Then in truly the “eleventh hour” of Lancasrer ownership before selling to Designer Accents, 
Nelson McCoy released “FINEFORMS III” and “FINE FORM MINIS”.  Inaddition to all the new 
shapes, they added a couple new glaze colors and dropped a couple. 

After Designer Accents bought the Company, they continued to sell the Line.  The following is 
the first 4-page brochure they issued with much content from existing brochures from 
Lancaster. Note “Nelson McCoy Ceramics by Designer Accents” on the bottom of last page.   



On the left below is a promotional event announcement in 1986 which helps explain why some 
of those shapes are a little easier to find then others.  On the right is a letter from late 1986 to 
customers announcing their new catalog. 



Designer Accents 16-page catalog which includes the Fineforms Line. 

On the left below is the cover of that brochure.  The page to the right is the 1st on of the 
Fineforms Line.  The content of shapes and colors was exactly the same as the previous 4-page 
brochure content by Designer Accents shown earlier in this article.    

At some point into their selling effort on this line, likely 1987, Designer Accents decided to add 
some additional detail to the pieces to enhance the aesthetic look.  The catalog images 
following show the new look.  They took some of the previous glaze finished Fineform products 
and then engraved various designs into the piece.  These “decorative carvings” are the first 3 
pages shown.   



However, Designer Accents discovered that the 
engraving design process left a very thin wall 
after the engraving was completed.  In some 
cases, the engraving actually broke through 
the wall!  

As a result, this likely played a significant role 
in them also offering pieces with decals.  
These can be seen in the images below which 
were also in the same catalog with the 
engraved style. 

Interesting to also note that with both new style, engraved and decalled, they no longer call 
them Fineforms. 

Hopefully this article can help collectors better identify Fineform pieces as well as understand 
from which era of the Fineforms production they were likely made!   


